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Abstract The decentralized digital currency Bitcoin is an anonymous alternative to the centralized banking

system and enjoys widespread and increasing adoption. Since Bitcoin created, many other electronic curren-

cies have been developed. We propose a protocol for an electronic currency for making anonymous payments

that can be supervised by an auditor, who has sole access to the transaction history. Other electronic cur-

rencies provide only anonymity, which is convenient for making illegal transactions without regulation. For

users, miners, and banks, the transactions of our electronic currency are anonymous, and only auditors can

see how it is used. We make use of POW (prove-of-work) technique that allows for distributed decision-

making within a network, namely the Bitcoin blockchain protocol. We combine the POW and blockchain

technology of Bitcoin to give better protection against double-spending attacks.
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1 Introduction

In 2008, Nakamoto [1] proposed the digital currency Bitcoin as an anonymous alternative to the central

banking system. Since then, Bitcoin has been widely known. For example, in July 2017, it had a

market value of more than 5 billion. To track the balance and build confidence in the currency, all

currency transactions are stored in a distributed public ledger, namely the blockchain, instead of using a

centralized entity, such as bank. To receive, store, and use Bitcoin, people maintain encrypted identities

called addresses, which correspond to the public keys of the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm

(ECDSA). Addresses and transactions are anonymous, and if addresses cannot be linked to their owners,

they can usually be guaranteed by using new, unlinked addresses. This commitment to financial privacy,

in particular, has sparked intense interest in Bitcoin.

However, recent studies have raised serious questions about Bitcoin’s built-in privacy protection. They

show that a user’s transactions and address can be linked together by analyzing transaction diagrams

in the exposed blockchain [2–5]. To make matters worse, Ref. [6] shows that addresses can be linked to

IP addresses, thus completely eliminating the anonymity of their owners. This raises the question that

whether a user, Alice, can re-establish her financial privacy. Of course, Alice can generate a new, unlink-

able address, but moving her money to it will link the new address back to her old address. Therefore,

Alice needs a way to send funds from an anonymous address to another address, in an unlinkable way.

So far, many commercial hybrid services have been set up to help Alice. For example, she can sends her

money to a mixed service, which after deducting a small fee, will mix her money with the money of other
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random users and return it to her. Therefore, no passive observer can trace the ownership of an address

through the blockchain, unlike the de-anonymizing method described in [2–5]. Note that a passive ob-

server cannot even distinguish between other contemporaneous unmixed trades in the blockchain. This is

desirable because it provides a lot of anonymity and allows people to reasonably deny their involvement

in the mix.

The first generation of hybrid products, however, has two serious flaws that the Bitcoin community

is familiar with. First, users need to believe blindly that operators will not steal their money. In fact,

ther are many allegations of theft in the Bitcoin community. Second, hybrid services know and may

keep records on how funds are used. Government agencies may then violate, incentivize or force the

disclosure of these written records [7, 8]. These daunting shortcomings have led to new decentralization

methods that guarantee greater security and anonymity [9]. Most of these methods require that all

mixed transactions are made in a single atomic transaction with multiple inputs and outputs. This

prevents malicious peers from suspending the agreement after receiving their funds, thus leaving other

peers unpaid. Form the characteristics of the group, however, trading enmasse in the chain is very easy

to recognize, which introduces two serious limitations for a mixed service. First, the user’s anonymity

is limited by the number of users who are participating in the same hybrid transaction. Second, the

bundled mixed transactions are obvious in the blockchain, depriving users of any possible way to deny

their involvement in the mix.

Several academic papers [5, 10], and blockchain developers [11, 12] have proved the weakness of the

anonymity of Bitcoin. As a result, the community has responded to this, by putting forward two key

ways to improve the currency’s anonymity: (1) new anonymity schemes compatible with Bitcoin [9,13–19]

and (2) new anonymous encrypted currencies independent of Bitcoin [16, 20]. As we will see, some of

these developments provide efficient solutions [9,15,17–19], some achieve limited security and anonymity,

and some provide powerful anonymity but are slow [13, 14, 21].

Zerocash [16] and Zerocoin [20] provide anonymous payments with a novel type of cryptographic proof

(zk-SNARK). The disadvantage of Zerocash is that the computing resources required for zk-SNARK are

very high, making it unsuitable for practical use. Monero [22] uses a technology called ring signing in

which transactions are copied to multiple users so they all appear valid. That makes it extremely difficult

to track the source of a coin. Ref. [23] proves that Monero is not really anonymous.

In this paper, we propose a protocol for an electronic currency for making anonymous payments that

can be supervised by an auditor, who has sole access to the transaction history. Other electronic currencies

provide only anonymity, which is convenient for making illegal transactions without regulation. For users,

miners and banks, the transactions of our electronic currency are anonymous, and only auditors can see

how it is used. Based on anonymity and regulation, our electronic currency protocol can also prevent

double-spending attacks. In the rest of this paper, we provide an overview of some of the technologies

that we use as building blocks for our protocol, followed by a detailed description of our system, and a

brief security analysis.

2 Blind signature

Many public key signature protocols have blind signature schemes. Here are some examples. In each

case, the message to be signed is contained in m and is considered some legitimate input to the signature

function. For example, consider that Alice has a letter that should be signed by Bob, but Alice does not

want Bob to know what is in the letter. She could put the letter and some carbon paper in an envelope

and send it to Bob. Bob would sign the outside of the envelope without opening it, and send it back to

Alice. Then Alice could open it to get the letter signed by Bob via the carbon paper.

Let m be the message that Alice want Bob sign, and (PK, sk) be Bob’s asymmetric encryption/

decryption key pair. r is a random element chosen from the group M . Alice encrypts r using Bob’s

public key to form the blinding factor (PK(r)). She computes the product of the serial number with this
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blinding factor to form the blinded coin serial number:

m′ = m · PK(r).

Bob in turn signs the blinded serial number with its private key:

s′ = sk(m′).

He returns the coin to Alice, who removes blinding factor:

s = s′ · r−1.

Alice now has a coin signed with Bob’s private key:

s = sk(m′) · r−1

= sk(m · PK(r)) · r−1

= (sk(m) · sk(PK(r))) · r−1

= (sk(m) · r) · r−1

= sk(m) · (r · r−1)

= sk(m) · 1

= sk(m).

3 Bitcoin

Bitcoin is an encrypted currency and a payment system. It was invented by an unidentified programmer

or a group of programmers under the name Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin was introduced into a crytog-

raphy mailing list on October 31, 2008, and was released as open source software in 2009. There are

various theories and speculations about Nakamoto’s identity, but none has been confirmed. The system

is peer-to-peer and trades are made directly between users without intermediaries. These transactions

are verified by network nodes and recorded in a public distributed ledger called the blockchain, which

uses Bitcoin as the unit of account. Because the system operates without a central repository or a single

administrator, the U.S. Treasury classified Bitcoin as a decentralized virtual currency. Bitcoin is often

called the first cryptocurrency, although there were previous systems. It is more accurately described as

the first decentralized digital currency. Bitcoin is the largest of its kind.

4 Serial number of a coin

According to the method shown in Figure 1, a random seed is used by an auditor to generate many

public and private key pairs such as (sk1, PK1), (sk2, PK2), . . . , (ski, PKi). The resulting public–private

key pairs match each other, meaning that the information encrypted using PKi can be decrypted using

sk1 to get the plaintext information.

We propose a concrete solution for generating public-private key pairs, as shown in Figures 2 and

3. The purpose of our design is that users can encrypt the trading history of a coin with a public key

PKseriali , The ayditor has the corresponding private key skseriali , which it can use to decrypt and view the

transaction history. According to the design, the public key is the serial number of the coin. Moreover,

the auditor does not need to save all the coin’s private keys skseriali . It just needs to use the master

private key and the seeds to view the entire transaction history.

5 System overview

Our payment system is totally anonymous, in that transactions between users are anonymous and trans-

actions between a user and a bank are anonymous. Our payment system adds auditors, who can monitor
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Figure 2 Generate a private key. Figure 3 Generate a public key.

the flow of money. Users and banks cannot see this flow so the payment system is totally anonymous

for users. Our payment system uses blind signature technology, public key signatures, blockchains, and

POW technology.

To ensure anonymity, we stipulate that banks cannot use the serial number of a coin to associate the

coin with a user when a user creats and uses a coin. When a coin is added to the blockchain, anyone

can view the serial number of the coin, but there is no information in the coin parameters to identify the

current owner of the coin or the previous trading participants. When trading with a coin, users who are

parties to the transaction need to share information. The transaction history of the coin includes all its

owners, which is added to the properties of the coin. However, only auditors can see the coin history.

Nobody else can obtain any information from the blockchain. If the parties in the transaction keep it

confidential, no one can learn anything about the transaction through the blockchain.
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In our payment system, a coin is just like this

Coin1 = 〈PKseriali ||valn||PKtraden ||count||

Sigsktraden−1
(PKseriali ||PKtraden ||valn)||

EncPKseriali
(Sigskusern

(rtraden))||

Sigsktraden
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(Sigskusern
(rtraden))))〉,

where PKseriali is the serial number of the coin and valn is the value of the coin. PKtraden is the

public key randomly generated during the n-th transaction. Sigsktraden−1
(PKseriali ||PKtraden ||valn) is a

signature, which is used the previous owner’s private key that generated randomly to sign the serial

number of the coin and the next owner’s public key that generated randomly and the value of the coin.

EncPKseriali
(Sigskusern

(rtraden)) uses the serial number of the coin which is randomly generated by the

auditor who has the corresponding private key to encrypt usern’s signature with a random number.

Sigsktraden
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(Sigskusern
(rtraden)))) is a signature which uses the next owner’s private key

that is generated randomly to sign Hash(EncPKseriali
(Sigskusern

(rtraden))).

5.1 Minting a coin

Figure 4 shows how Alice gets the bank to sign the first coin transaction blindly with its private signature

key for a particular coin value. The process is as follows:

(1) Alice sends a request to the auditor that she wants a coin to beminted.

(2) After the auditor receives Alice’s mint request, it will use the method introduced in Section 4 to

generate private key skseriali randomly. The corresponding public key PKseriali will be used as the serial

number of the coin and to encrypt the transaction information.

(3) The auditor encrypts PKseriali and the signature Sigskaudit
(PKseriali) with Alice’s public key, and

then sends it to Alice.

(4) Alice randomly generates sktrade1 and the corresponding PKtrade1 . Alice constructs the coin’s

transaction datam = PKseriali ||PKtrade1 ||val and then blinds this value, formingm′ = m·EncPKval
(rblind).

(5) Alice sends m′ = m · EncPKval
(rblind) to the bank along with the value of the coin she requires.

(6) When the bank receives Alice’s mint request, it blindly signs m′ = m · EncPKval
(rblind). The

bank has numerous signature keys for different coin values (for example $1, $5, $10), and uses the private

signature key (skbankval
) corresponding to the val that Alice requires. The bank deducts the corresponding

value from Alice’s account, checks that the blinded message m′ = m · EncPKval
(rblind) adheres to certain

parameters (such as message length), and use its private signature key corresponding to val (skbankval
)

to sign the coin’s blinded transaction m′ = m · EncPKval
(rblind). The bank gets s′ by blindly signing m′,

that is s′ = Sigskbankval
(m′).

(7) The bank sends s′ = Sigskbankval
(m′) to Alice.

(8) Alice uses the random number rblind to remove the blinding of the bank’s signature s′ to get the

final signature:

s = s′ · r−1
blind = Sigskbankval

(PKseriali ||PKtrade1 ||val),

which has been signed with the bank’s private signature key (skbankval
) for value (val). Now, Alice has

the private key sktrade1 of the coin. She is the owner of the coin. She does not need to disclose any

information about the serial number of the coin to the bank. Only Alice knows the private key sktrade1
of the coin, which she uses to give the coin to another user in the network. Alice randomly generates

rtrade1 , which is used to record the transaction data, which only auditor can view.

(9) Alice broadcasts

Coin = 〈PKseriali ||val||PKtrade1 ||count = 0||

Sigskbankval
(PKseriali ||PKtrade1 ||val)||

Sigskaudit
(PKseriali)||EncPKseriali

(SigskAlice
(rtrade1))||

Sigsktrade1
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SigskAlice
(rtrade1))))〉
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Figure 4 (Color online) The process of exchanging coin from a bank.

to the network. A miner can see if the coin is valid by checking whether PKseriali is consistent with

the signature of the auditor, whether val, PKtrade1 and PKseriali are consistent with the signature of the

bank and whether the signature Sigsktrade1
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SigskAlice
(rtrade1)))) can be validated by the

public key PKtrade1 . If valid, the coin will be packed into the blockchain. No one except the auditor can

link the coin to Alice.

The communication between Alice and the bank is through a secure channel. Because the bank uses a

blind signature, it cannot link the serial number of the coin with Alice. Nobody except the auditor can

check the association between the serial number and Alice through the blockchain. Alice must submit

the exact coin format, otherwise the miners will not pack it into the blockchain.

5.2 Anonymous coin transfer

Each coin in the blockchain has a public key PKtraden . The corresponding private key sktraden is known

only by the coin’s owner. If the coin’s current owner needs to trade, they use the private key sktraden to

sign the public key PKtraden+1
. The corresponding a private key sktraden+1

is randomly generated by the

coin’s next owner. The new coin is packaged by miners into the blockchain. Once there are six confirmed

blocks, the trading can be determined a success. In a transaction, a coin worth val can be split into two

coins, a coin of value val1 and a coin of value val2, so that any amount can be transferred from one user

to another. Each new coin has a different count attribute, which is used to identify it uniquely. The
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Figure 5 (Color online) Coin transfer protocol.

count attribute of a coin minted from a bank is 0. When a coin is split into two new coins, the count

attributes of the new coins are 00 and 01. If these are split, the count attributes of the new coins would

be 000, 001, 010, 011.

The first transaction is always signed by the bank whose public key PKval for value val is known to

all participants. The bank use blind signature to binds the public key that corresponding to randomly

generated private key and serial number of the coin, and inserts it into the coin property. When a coin

needs to be traded, the coin’s current owner uses the private key sign the next owner’s random generated

private key corresponding public key and inserts into the property of the coin. We then make use of

a global ledger and the POW algorithm to lock in valid coins into the blockchain and to prevent the

double-spending.

In order for Alice to transfer a coin to another user or spend coins at a merchant premises she needs

to fulfill two requirements. The first one is Alice must be able to prove to Bob that she has the private

key of the current coin that the coin’s public key can be found in the blockchain. The second is Bob

submit the correct coin format to the miners, after miners confirmed, the new coin will be packed into

the blockchain. The deal was successful only when Bob saw the new coin packed into the blockchain and

additional six blocks of confirmation.

Figure 5 shows in detail the coin transfer protocol between Alice and Bob. The process is as follows.

(1) Bob randomly generates r and sends it to Alice. This r will be used to verify that Alice owns the

private key of the coin.

(2) After receiving r, Alice uses the private key sktrade1 that corresponds to public key PKtrade1 , which

can be found in the blockchain, to sign r. She gets the signature Signsktrade1
(r) and sends it to Bob.

(3) Bob use the public key PKtrade1 , which can be found in the blockchain, to verify the signature

Signsktrade1
(r). If the validation is successful, Bob can conclude that Alice is the owner of the current

coin, since only the coin’s current owner knows the coin’s private key sktrade1 . Bob sends a message
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stating that authentication has been successful to Alice. If the validation fails, Bob cancels the deal.

(4) When Alice receives the authentication message, she uses Bob’s public key PKBob to encrypt the

previous messages SignskAlice
(rtrade1), then she sends EncPKBob

(SignskAlice
(rtrade1)) to Bob.

(5) When Bob receives EncPKBob
(SignskAlice

(rtrade1)), then he decrypts it with his own private key

skBob and gets SignskAlice
(rtrade1). He uses PKseriali , which can be found in the blockchain, to encrypt

SignskAlice
(rtrade1) to verify that the result of the encryption EncPKseriali

(SignskAlice
(rtrade1)) is consistent

with what is in the blockchain. If the validation is successful, he continues with the subsequent steps.

If the validation fails, he cancels the transaction. The validation checks the previous transactions to see

whether Alice added her signature information to the coin. This facilitates audits. If Bob’s validation

failed but he still traded with Alice, he would be punished. This ensures that the transaction history in

the blockchain for the auditor is true and reliable.

(6) Bob randomly generates sktrade2 and the corresponding PKtrade2 . sktrade2 is the private key for the

new coin, that will receive for the amount due to him. PKtrade2 corresponding to sktrade2 will be placed

in the blockchain and used to verify that he is the owner of the coin. Bob randomly generates rtrade2 ,

and he generates EncPKseriali
(SignskBob

(rtrade2)) and Signsktrade2
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SignskBob
(rtrade2)))).

Bob uses Alice’s public key PKAlice to encrypt rtrade2 to get EncPKAlice
(PKtrade2). Then Bob sends

EncPKAlice
(PKtrade2), EncPKseriali

(SignskBob
(rtrade2)) and Signsktrade2

(Hash(EncPKseriali
(SignskBob

(rtrade2))))

to Alice.

(7) Alice receives EncPKAlice
(PKtrade2) and uses her private key skAlice to decrypt EncPKAlice

(PKtrade2)

to get PKtrade2 . Then Alice randomly generates sktrade3 and corresponding PKtrade3 . sktrade3 is the pri-

vate key of the next new coin, and the PKtrade3 corresponding to sktrade3 will be placed in the blockchain,

where it can be used to verify that she is the owner of the coin. Alice randomly generates rtrade3 and she

generates EncPKseriali
(SignskAlice

(rtrade3)) and Signsktrade3
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SignskAlice
(rtrade3)))). Alice

broadcasts

Coin1 = 〈PKseriali ||val1||PKtrade2 ||count = 00||

Signsktrade1
(PKseriali ||PKtrade2 ||val1)||Sigskaudit

(PKseriali)||

EncPKseriali
(SignskBob

(rtrade2))||

Signsktrade2
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SignskBob
(rtrade2))))〉,

Coin2 = 〈PKseriali ||val1||PKtrade3 ||count = 01||

Signsktrade1
(PKseriali ||PKtrade3 ||val2)||Sigskaudit

(PKseriali)||

EncPKseriali
(SignskAlice

(rtrade3))||

Signsktrade3
(Hash(EncPKseriali

(SignskAlice
(rtrade3))))〉

to the network.

(8) A miner verifies that val1 + val2 is equal to val and verifies that the signature and information are

correct. If successful, Coin1 and Coin2 will be recorded in the blockchain.

When Bob sees that Coin1 has been recorded in the blockchain, he can be confirm that he has received

a coin for amount val1 from Alice, because only Bob knows that Coin1 has private key rtrade2 . It shows

to others that he is the coin’s owner. Now Bob can pay Coin1 to anyone. If Alice and Bob do not disclose

the details of the trade to anyone else, the trade will remain anonymous, except to the auditor. No one

except the auditor can relate the coin to Alice and Bob through the blockchain.

5.3 Withdraw coin

If someone wants to deposit a coin in a bank account, they can send an exchange request to the bank and

prove to the bank that they are the owner of the coin. After the bank validates the coin’s ownership, it

will add val to the user’s account and publish a message on the blockchain to indicate that the coin has

been exchanged. The bank cannot obtain the prior transaction history of the coin from its serial number,

and nobody except the auditor can get any transaction information about the coin from the blockchain.
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Figure 6 (Color online) Coin exchange protocol.

Figure 6 shows in detail the coin transfer protocol in which Tom give a coin to a bank. The process is

as follows.

(1) Tom initiates the exchange request with the bank.

(2) The bank randomly generates r, and sends r to Tom. It asks Tom to sign the r with PKtraden .

(3) When Tom receives r, he uses PKtraden to sign the r to get Signsktraden
(r). Tom uses PKBank to

encrypt Signsktraden
(r) to get EncPKBank

Signsktraden
(r), which he sends to the bank.

(4) When the bank receives EncPKBank
Signsktraden

(r), it uses skBank to decrypt it and use PKtraden to

the verify the signature signPKtraden
(r). If the validation is successful, it continues the subsequent steps.

If the validation fails, it cancels the transaction.

(5) When Tom receives a message that the validation was successful, he uses the bank’s public key

PKBank to encrypt the previous messages SignskTom
(rtraden). Then he sends EncPKBank

(SignskTom
(rtraden))

to the bank.

(6) When the bank receives EncPKBank
(SignskTom

(rtraden)), it decrypts it with its own private key

skBank to get SignskTom
(rtraden). It uses PKseriali , which can be found in the blockchain, to encrypt the

SignskTom
(rtraden) to verify that the result of the encryption EncPKseriali

(SignskTom
(rtraden)) is consistent

with the value in the blockchain. If the validation is successful, continues with the subsequent steps. If

the validation fails, it cancels the transaction.

(7) When Tom receives a messages that the second validation was successful, he uses the private key

sktraden to sign the message PKseriali ||PKBank||val to get Signsktraden
(PKseriali ||PKBank||val). Then he

uses the bank’s public key PKBank to encrypt it to get EncPKBank
(Signsktraden

(PKseriali ||PKBank||val)).

Tom sends the message EncPKBank
(Signsktraden

(PKseriali ||PKBank||val)) to the bank.

(8) When the bank receives EncPKBank
(Signsktraden

(PKseriali ||PKBank||val)), it decrypts it with its own

private key skBankto get Signsktraden
(PKseriali ||PKBank||val). The bank broadcasts

Coin = 〈PKseriali ||val||Signsktraden
(PKseriali ||PKBank||val)||EncskBank

(mfinal)〉

to the network.
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(9) Miners verify the signature. If the verification is successful, the coin will be recorded in the

blockchain.

When the bank sees that the coin has been packed into the blockchain and passed six confirmation

blocks, it will add val to Tom’s account. When users see the mfinal information in the blockchain, then the

coin has been terminated and can no longer be used. No one except the auditor can get any information

about the flow of the coin from the blockchain, so the transaction is anonymous.

5.4 Auditing process

When the audit department needs to check the coin information and the coin flow direction on the

blockchain, the audit department can use the previously saved private key skseriali to decrypt the owner

information in the coin (such as EncPKseriali
(SignskBob

(rtrade2))) and get the corresponding owner infor-

mation (such as SignskBob
(rtrade2)) to know the current owner of the coin (such as Bob). According to

the count information (such as count = 01) in the coin, the previous coin (such as 0) can be found. The

owner of the previous coin can be obtained through the same method, which can be traced back to the

original ownership of coin and the complete flow of coin.

6 Security and performance analysis

In the following subsections, we discuss some of the security issues associated with our protocol.

6.1 Transferability

Only the owner of a coin knows the coin’s current private key sktraden . No one can get it from the

blockchain. The owner of a coin can sign a random number rtraden using the coin’s private key. The

receiver can verify that the sender is the owner of the coin using the public key PKtraden from the

blockchain. In a trade, the owner of a coin, the buyer, can prove that they own the coin to the seller

using the coin’s private key sktraden . The seller randomly generates private key sktraden+1
and the current

owner sign the corresponding public key PKtraden+1
. The buyer produces a coin in the correct format

with the correct information and broadcast it to the entire network. Then miners pack the coin into the

blockchain. After six confirmation blocks, the trade is successful. No one can obtain the coin’s private key

from the blockchain. No one can trade with the coin without the coin’s private key or without modifying

the coin on the blockchain. The parties do not need to contact the bank or the auditor to complete the

deal.

6.2 Anonymity

A coin’s trading history is encrypted using PKseriali and is recorded on the blockchain. Only the auditor

has the private key PKseriali corresponding to private key skseriali , so only the auditor can see the coin’s

trading history. Other users, including the bank, are unable to get the trading history of the coin.

Although the auditor can see the trading history of coin, the auditor cannot modify the coin arbitrarily

because they do not have the corresponding private key sktraden for the public key PKtraden of the

coin. Thus, the auditor can see the history of the transaction, but cannot change the coin or the

transaction history on the blockchain. Ordinary users, including both trading parties, are unable to get

any information about the trading history from the blockchain. The parties only know only their own

transaction details, and other users know nothing.

6.3 Double-spending

Each coin has a serial number as its unique ID. A coin has a public key PKtraden , which is in the blockchain,

and the current owner of the coin has corresponding private key sktraden . When a coin is transferred,

the previous owner of the coin uses the private key to sign the new public key that corresponds to the

private key randomly generated by the next owner of the coin. After the transaction, the previous coin
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and the next coin have formed a chain. If someone wants to modify a coin in the blockchain, they have

to modify subsequent coins in the chain too. After a coin’s private key has been used to sign the next

public key and the next coin is packaged in the blockchain, the previous private key is no longer usable

and cannot be used to sign another public key. Our blockchain uses a POW consensus algorithm. Once

there are six confirmation blocks in the blockchain, it is difficult to modify the block in the blockchain,

which prevents double-spending attacks.

6.4 Performance analysis

Our protocol generates 4 encrypted communications, 2 public and private keys, 1 blind signature, 3

signatures, and 1 asymmetric encryption during mining a coin. In the process of anonymous coin transfer,

our agreement conducts 4 encrypted communication, 2 private-public keys, 3 signatures and 3 asymmetric

encryption. In the withdraw coin process, our protocol conducts 6 encrypted communications, 1 signature

and 1 asymmetric encryption. Our protocols have a very small overhead in terms of communication and

computation, so in practice they are available and very efficient.

Zk-snark is adopted in the Zcash. The mathematics of Zcash is very complicated, and it requires 1 set of

initialization parameters that need to be destroyed after use. At present, the generation and destruction

of initialization parameters are controlled by several zero dollar sponsors, so there are some risks. Another

big limitation of the Zcash is the efficiency of zk-snark. Although the proof of zk-snark is verified quickly,

it still takes a long time to produce proof and requires a large amount of memory. Although Monroe’s

currency is relatively efficient, there is still a big loophole in privacy. Ref. [23] analyzed the privacy of

Monroe’s currency and concluded that Monroe’s currency could be tracked.

Compared with existing anonymous digital currency protocols, our protocol has a good performance in

both anonymity and performance. Not only that, but our agreement can also have a regulatory function

on an anonymous basis, something that existing digital currencies do not.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an anonymous payment electronic currency protocol with the supervision of the

audit department. The electronic currency is designed in order to achieve the user can use anonymous

electronic currency and convenient auditors to better regulation electronic currency transaction history.

The previous electronic currency only do the anonymity, anonymity leads to illegal use of money and

non-regulation. So in this paper, the design of electronic money will not only satisfy the electronic money

when use the anonymity and joined the auditing department, realize the anonymity of electronic money,

but also can be better to monitor the electronic money. For users, miners and banks, electronic currency is

anonymous, and only regulators can get the flow and use of electronic money. On the basis of anonymity

and regulation, our electronic currency protocol can also prevent double-spending attacks.
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